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COMMENT
TRIAL ’N’ ERROR :
When McDonagh
was awarded
€900,00 0 in 2008
by a jury, a muzzle
was put on free
speech in Ireland

VICTORY
FOR TRUTH

IT WAS the judgment that gave
comfort to every criminal, dodgy
politician or corrupt official who
feared their illegal activities would
be exposed in the media.
When Martin McDonagh, from Sligo,
was awarded €900,000 by a jury for
defamation in 2008, a muzzle was put
on free speech in Ireland.

Despite overwhelming evidence presented in court that Mr McDonagh was
a drug dealer, the jury decided his reputation had been unfairly damaged by the
Sunday World.

They also chose to disregard the fact that
Mr McDonagh had hundreds of thousands
of pounds going through a series of bank
accounts, even though he was on the dole at
the time.
Mr McDonagh had “deep involvement” in
a shipment of IR£500,000 worth of cannabis
and amphetamines brought into Ireland in
August, 1999.

Truth
Effectively, the judgment meant that the
truth was no longer a sufficient defence
for a newspaper.
It was no longer good enough to be right.
A journalist who got their facts right and
exposed organised criminality, political
corruption or fraud might still not be
protected by the law.
However, this week the “perverse” 2008 judgment was
overturned in the threejudge Court of Appeal
after the court decided
that this newspaper
had “overwhelmingly”

Court overturns €900k award to traveller
and praises media’s role in exposing crime
By NIALL DONALD

shown that Mr McDonagh was a drug dealer. It
was the first time an appeal court had set aside
a jury verdict in libel case in this country.
In their ruling, the court said that the Constitution gave strong protection to newspapers
who were engaged in the vital job of exposing
criminality.
It read: “The Constitution ascribes a high
value to the discussion by the media of matters
concerning serious criminality
“The right to educate and to influence public opinion is at the heart of
the rightful liberty of expression
protected by Article 40.6.1. A
publication of the kind at issue in
the present proceedings provides
the public with further details of
the Garda operation whereby high
value illegal drugs were seized.”
The judgment also recognised that society needs to protect and encourage
the coverage of organised crime
in newspapers – something in
which the Sunday World
has led the way since it was
founded in 1973.
RULING:
It read: “It is, accordJudge
ingly, through inforHogan

mation provided in this manner that public
opinion regarding matters such as the effectiveness of policing policy, the enforcement of
our drugs laws, the level of organised crime in
society and other related matters is formed.”
In his judgement, Mr Justice Gerard Hogan
said this case presented the question of the
appropriate balance to be struck between two
fundamental values — the right to one’s good
name and freedom of expression.

Credible
It was clear, he said, that there was effectively unchallenged evidence to the effect
that Mr McDonagh was aware a drugs consignment was being planned, that the drugs
had been bought in Spain by the man he met
in London, that the operation was financed by
Mr McDonagh’s brother Michael, and that the
drugs were taken to the U.K. via Amsterdam.
It was also claimed that Mr McDonagh was
not a credible witness, having initially denied
he had a criminal record who was suspected
of drug dealing.
“There are, nevertheless, factors which,
viewed objectively, must be taken to have
weakened considerably his credibility as a
witness. He had, after all, claimed damages
at the outset of the trial on a basis which he
must have known to have been false, namely,

that he is not a criminal or a tax cheat,” said
Judge Hogan.
“He also claimed that CAB had never
accused him of drug dealing and this was
likewise demonstrated to have been false.”
Following the verdict, Sunday World editor
Colm MacGinty called for a change in Irish
media law to facilitate journalistic investigation into vital ]issues of national importance.
“The Court of Appeal decision today is welcomed by the Sunday World, not only for itself,
but for all media organisations and outlets in
Ireland,” he said.
“The fallout from that flawed verdict was not
limited simply to this story or this newspaper.
It was a threat to the fundamental constitutional rights of press freedom and free speech.
“This case demonstrates the total failure of
the political system to deal with the complex
defamation laws of Ireland which are outdated,
overly complex and among the harshest in Europe.
“While communications, media and the
internet expand and develop more rapidly
than ever, media law must keep pace with this
demand, changes and global reach.
“The laws must be reformed as a matter of
urgency, not least that jury trials be dispensed
with as they have been in the rest of Europe,
that the delays and costs of dealing with claims
involving media be reduced and to avoid excessive threats to the freedom of the press.”

